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Politician David Hadley
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— even break the law.
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X PLAY 1:

• Vote to allow fracking and oil drilling in our
neighborhoods4

• Vote against a woman’s right to choose—rated
ANTI-CHOICE by Planned Parenthood3

• Voted against $101 billion for schools2

Here is what Hadley really voted for:

To conceal his true beliefs, Hadley
changed his vote or plain refused to
vote over 500 times.1

Hide your
true record

q

0 PLAY 2:

TRUTH: Muratsuchi voted to protect Prop 13 for
homeowners—but Hadley is distorting Muratsuchi’s
support for local school district funding, which
Hadley opposed.6

LIE: Muratsuchi is against Prop 13.

TRUTH: Muratsuchi co-authored a bill to get rid of
bad teachers, a bill endorsed by the L.A. Times,
California PTA, and Child Abuse Prevention Council.
Local police officers say Hadley is lying.5

LIE: Muratsuchi voted to keep children from
testifying against pedophiles

Republican David Hadley is lying
about Democrat Al Muratsuchi:

Lie about your
opponent:

W

X PLAY 3: 0 PLAY 4:

W
Obey your
Do anything to get
special interest
elected–even
funders
break the law
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Hadley was caught laundering $40,000 in
illegal campaign contributions
and violating federal money
laundering regulations, and
is now under investigation
for breaking campaign
laws, again.8

Check the facts:
1. Official Assembly vote records, www.leginfo.ca.gov 2. Voted against school budget bills SB 826 and AB 93. The Prop 98 Guarantee as specified in SB 826, $51 billion and AB 93, $50 billion 3. Planned
Parenthood website, Hadley received 17% rating. 4. Voted against AB 1490, which banned fracking. Refused to oppose Measure O, which allowed drilling in residential neighborhoods. 5. See
www.AlForAssembly.com/truth. LA Times, 4-7-2-13, State PTA website 6. ACA 8 allowed local communities to pass infrastructure improvement bonds at 55%. It did not affect Prop 13 protections for
homeowners. It was endorsed by the L.A. Chamber of Commerce. 7. Official Secretary of State finance reports, www.cal-access.sos.ca.gov 8. Prosecution of campaign money laundering increases in
California, Sacramento Bee, 1-5-2015
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Hadley took $50,000 from oil companies,
voted to exempt them from pollution
laws, and allow fracking and
drilling in local
neighborhoods.7
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